Fast casual restaurants can encourage consumers to trade up while trading down with local ingredients and versatile offerings that deliver added value.
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Fast Casual Restaurants – Germany – 2023

This report looks at the following areas:

- Market drivers specific to fast casual restaurants, including the impact of inflation and hybrid working models
- Participation in fast casual restaurants
- Factors influencing choice of restaurant, including food quality and affordability
- Interest in restaurant initiatives and innovations, such as loyalty programs and nutritional information on menus
- Interest in dishes at fast casual restaurants, such as German dishes and pizza
- Behaviours relating to eating in or ordering from restaurants, including the efficiency of digital menu ordering vs ordering from wait staff, willingness to spend on special occasions and taste perceptions of healthy menu items

38% of Germans visit fast casual restaurants*. 16-34 year-olds are the core market of this segment, likely linked to their higher prioritisation of quick service when choosing a restaurant.

Rising prices are putting a strain on spending. However, fast casual's more elevated experience when compared to fast food that is more affordable than full-service can allow brands to steal occasions from both. Conveying added value will be essential.

With good quality food as the main factor driving restaurant choice, fast casual operators can tap into freshness/made-from-scratch as value indicators. Increasing preparation and ingredient sourcing transparency, as well as championing localism can help.
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While indulgence tends to take priority, fast casual users drive demand for healthy and plant-based options. Fast casual can promote its versatility with highly customisable menus and by expanding features (e.g., portion size options).

The segment will also need to rise up to consumers’ increased expectations with dishes that align health with taste and more authentic recipes.

Despite tighter budgets, special occasions will motivate consumers to eat out. Brands can capitalise on the associated higher spending with an enhanced dining experience (i.e., fast casual 2.0) that includes not just the food but also the ambiance and hospitality.
Report Content

Key issues covered in this Report
• Overview

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• The five year outlook for fast casual restaurants

Market context
• Rising restaurant prices lead consumers to spend more intentionally
  - Graph 1: fast casual restaurant users, by work location, 2023

Opportunities
• Respond to consumers’ higher expectations
• Tap into localism to add value
  - Graph 2: type of restaurant eaten in at/ordered from, by most important factors when choosing a restaurant, 2023

MARKET DRIVERS

The German economy
  - Graph 3: key economic data, in real terms, 2019-24
• Continuously high inflation shapes consumers, brands and the economy...
• ...impacting financial wellbeing...
• ...confidence and consumer expenditure

The impact of the economy on fast casual restaurants
• Rising restaurant prices and tighter purse strings put a strain on restaurant spending...
  - Graph 4: dining out/takeaway ordering behaviours when needing to save money, 2023
• Likely return to higher, pre-pandemic VAT rate brings new challenges
• Return to 19% VAT: act, don’t react

Technology
• Persisting labour shortages push foodservice towards greater automation...
  - Graph 5: consumers’ approach to adopting emerging technologies, 2023

Health and wellness
• The healthy eating paradox will likely boost indulgent fast casual concepts...
• ...but rising health awareness highlights the need for BFY indulgence
Hybrid working
• New work brings challenges...
• ...and opportunities for fast casual
• Opportunities to grow at-home and out-of-home occasions

The competitive landscape
• dean&david is the undisputed leader of the fast casual market...
  - Graph 6: selected fast casual restaurant brands, by number of outlets, 2022
• ...but brands can expect increased competition

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY
Participation in fast casual restaurants
• Nearly four in 10 Germans frequent fast casual restaurants
  - Graph 7: types of restaurants eaten in at/ordered from in the last 12 months, by age, 2023
• There is potential for further development of fast casual brands...
  - Graph 8: preference of a well-known chain over an independent restaurant, by age, 2023
• Brand awareness is key
  - Graph 9: participation in fast casual restaurants (ie counter and/or limited service), by parental status and gender, 2023
• Reassure mothers that fast casual can cater to their families
• Deeper cooperation among operators can further push the segment to the fore

Factors influencing choice of restaurant
• Fast casual will need to deliver value through quality food, convenience and versatility
  - Graph 10: type of restaurant eaten in at/ordered from, by most important factors when choosing a restaurant, 2023
• Hone in on quality as consumers rethink value
• Hone in on quality as consumers rethink value
• Communicate fast casual’s commitment to freshness as a quality indicator
• The making of: Shake Shack’s White Truffle Menu
  - Graph 11: reasons for eating in restaurants or food outlets, 2023
• ...that include local ingredients
• sweetgreen highlights freshness and quality through its use of local ingredients
  - Graph 12: type of restaurant eaten in at/ordered from, by most important factors when choosing a restaurant, 2023
  - Graph 13: type of restaurant eaten in at/ordered from, by most important factors when choosing a restaurant, 2023
• ...while ensuring BFY/plant-based options respond to higher expectations
• Make the link between healthy and tasty
• Make the link between healthy and tasty
Interest in restaurant initiatives and innovations

- Fast casual users’ high levels of engagement in initiatives opens the door to innovation
  - Graph 14: type of restaurant eaten in at/ordered from, by restaurant initiative they would like to see more of, 2023
- Leverage loyalty programs to deliver personalised convenience and value...
  - ...and a fun, engaging brand experience
- Demonstrate value for money to convince consumers on subscriptions
  - Less than £1/day for five drinks and 10% off the menu: Pret shows the value of its subscription
  - Graph 15: participation in dining out/takeaway ordering across mealtimes in the last three months, 2020-23
- Guidance doesn’t have to be limited to labelling on menus
  - Nutritional and environmental transparency offers opportunities to innovate
- Cater to growing demand for non-alcoholic drinks...
  - ...with healthier alcohol-free alternatives
  - Example: Honest Greens free-refill water station

Interest in dishes at fast casual restaurants

- Elevated versions of beloved classics are likely to resonate with fast casual users
  - Graph 17: types of dishes consumers would like to see more of from limited/counter service restaurants, by type of restaurant visited, 2023
- Quality pizza and burgers will always find a place in consumers’ hearts...
  - ...but competition is tightening, raising the bar
- The burger and pizza segments are ripe for innovation
- Tap into pizza as a snack
- Bring excitement and feel-good to the burger segment
- Regenerative farming by Honest Burgers
- Fast casual German dishes could attract a wider base and fill the gap
- World cuisine dishes with a stamp of authenticity will resonate
- Encourage less adventurous diners with cuisine-specific customisation

Behaviours relating to eating in at/ordering food from restaurants

- Dining experiences with a sense of occasion will stand out
  - Graph 18: behaviours towards eating in at/ordering food from restaurants, 2023
- Enhanced experiences can cater better to special occasion spending...
  - ...while fostering engagement and brand awareness
- Shake Shack does 'fine fast' with The Truffle Table
- Strike the right balance between automation and valuable human interaction
Restaurant users are sceptical of the benefits of digital ordering
- Graph 19: agreement that ordering from a digital menu is more efficient than ordering from wait staff, by type of restaurant visited for eating in/ordering food in the last 12 months, 2023
- sweetgreen’s first automated store offers hybrid ordering
- Maximise (and promote) the advantages of digital solutions
- Food markets/halls 2.0 are gaining traction...
- ...serving as a gateway for fast casual brands
- Collaborate with local, independent businesses to boost reputation and build rapport

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION

Retail and takeaway strategy
- Retail, an increasingly important part of the mix
- Use freshness to stand out among ready-to-eat options

Expansion and new concepts
- Döner Kebab fast casual concepts see a boost in Germany
- Five Guys and Pret continue to expand their German presence
- Swiss Valora group acquires fast casual brand Frittenwerk
- Group behind Wen Cheng to open Chinese BBQ concept

Restaurant formats
- dean&david goes full-service in Munich
- Beets&Roots expands with grab-and-go concepts at transport hubs

Menus
- Korean flavours trending in fast casual menus

Advertising and marketing activity
- McDonald’s promotes its upgraded Big Mac
- A day at Manifesto Market
- dean&david puts fresh ingredients first

APPENDIX

Appendix – products covered, abbreviations, consumer research methodology and language usage
- Products covered in this Report
- Abbreviations
- Consumer research methodology
- A note on language
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